
TIME-SAVING PROCESSES
The Mobile Arrest Form enables agency personnel to complete 
many incident and arrest-related tasks in a single application while 
responding in the field. When added on to the Mobile Field Report with 
Field Interview module, the arrest form enables personnel to outline 
detailed arrest information when creating incident records. This includes 
information such as name, location, arrest type, and offense codes. Using 
the Mobile Arrest Form enables field personnel to follow a more natural 
workflow while responding to calls for service, saving time and reducing 
the need to duplicate work.

JAIL INTEGRATION
Both the arresting agency and receiving corrections facility can save time 
with the Mobile Arrest Form’s smooth integration capabilities. For jails 
on the same Spillman Flex system as the arresting agency, data entered 
into the form is automatically populated into the appropriate jail records 
through the central Hub. For jails on a separate Flex system or a non-Flex 
system, the Mobile Field Report with Field Interview module generates a 
printable booking sheet that can be customized to meet the needs of jail 
personnel.

MULTIPLE ARREST CAPABILITY
Some calls for service require responding officers to arrest multiple 
individuals at once. Re-entering the same incident data into each 
offender record, such as date, time, location, and booking agency, can be 
a time-consuming process. The Mobile Arrest Form includes a duplicating 
feature that enables the arresting officer to quickly and easily attach 

multiple offender records to the same incident record. After completing 
the first offender record, the officer can select “Additional Offender” 
and the applicable fields will automatically populate, saving time and 
promoting data consistency.

ACCURATE REPORTING 
The Mobile Arrest Form expedites the crime reporting process for public 
safety agencies by placing all required fields, including state-specific 
incident-based reporting (IBR) requirements, in one location. With the 
form, first responders can quickly enter required data in the field while 
the information is fresh in their minds. This creates more accurate reports 
because records clerks do not have to capture all incident details after the 
fact.

MOBILE ARREST FORM
CONVENIENTLY RECORD ARREST DATA WHILE COMPLETING A FIELD REPORT

Flex’s Mobile Field Report with Field Interview module is 
required to run the Mobile Arrest Form.
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TOTAL SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
Spillman Flex’s Integrated Hub™ is an open, centralized database where all agency information is entered, stored, and 
extracted in real time, providing total software integration. This allows users to enter data once and have it automatically 
shared among related modules. Agencies using this module can optimize their system and enhance productivity through 
total integration with other Flex modules. 

The Mobile Arrest Form allows field personnel to efficiently 
log incident and arrest data in one application.

Personnel can easily attach multiple offender records to 
one incident using the “Additional Offender” function, which 
automatically duplicates basic information about the call.
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The form enables personnel to quickly capture 
all data required for crime reporting, including 
state-specific IBR requirements.
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